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Executive Summary
The Olympic Trading Card Game is a fun and interactive game that
aims to promote the Australian sporting spirit at the Olympic games. It
involves the user creating trading cards using a web app and a digital
backdrop. Users can then interact with the community through trading
cards, voting on other cards and joining teams.
For my testing session, I aimed to use two methods: observation and
survey. When the user went through the steps and interactions in
creating a trading card, I wrote down any interesting observations. These
observations would include things like how the user interacts with the
app and what happens when they get stuck.
Each step of creating a trading card in the web app went relatively
smoothly, albeit with some verbal guidance from myself. When opening
the web app for the first time, some users got stuck on what to do next.
There are five icons in the bottom menu that go to different pages but
the camera icon in the centre is how you begin making a trading card.
Some of them needed to be told to click the camera icon at the bottom
to continue.
From the survey, I had a median result of 4/5 for the overall user
experience. No one reported any problems with the web app in the
survey. There were a few suggestions for improving the design of the
prototype. There were multiple suggestions to add more feedback for the
user when interacting with the app (eg. transitions, loading symbols).
Many improvements that could be implemented involve removing
the need of me personally telling the user what to do. It should be an
experience that can be completed without me even being there. One
improvement would be to tell the user what each tab on the bottom
menu does when the open the web app for the first time. Another
improvement would be to implement a loading icon to tell the user that
their input has been received but is still processing.
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Introduction
Design Concept Overview:
The Olympic Trading Card Game is a fun and interactive game that aims
to promote the Australian sporting spirit at the Olympic games.
First, the user links their phone to a big digital backdrop (proposed to
be set up at South Bank) and selects a background and pose for their
trading card. They then get someone to pose in front of the backdrop
and take a picture of them (or get someone to take the picture while
they pose). They then use this image to create a trading card inside the
web app. They can add props, change the colour theme and give it a
custom name. This card is then printed out and saved digitally to the
web app.
After card creation, players still have many things they can do on the
mobile web app. Trading cards each have a star value. Players can earn
stars for each of their trading cards from other community members
voting on them. If players don’t want their cards being voted on by
strangers, they can still earn stars from being active in the community
and voting on other people’s cards (with a set max per day). These stars
determine the tier of each card (common, rare, epic, legendary).
Players can also join teams, such as their school, and compete with other
teams on a leaderboard. The placings are determined on how many total
stars each team has. At the end of an event, teams will receive prizes
depending on their placings on the leaderboard.

Technical Elements and Interactivity:
This project was created using HTML, CSS and JavaScript inside of
Visual Studio Code. To enable interaction with the user’s web app and
the digital backdrop, JavaScript is used to send and receive data to a
cloud-hosted database. When the user changes the background, the
value of an object named ‘background’ is updated in the database.
The JavaScript code for the digital backdrop picks up this change and
switches the background accordingly.
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Goals for Usability Testing:
• Determine what works and what does not in regards to the design and
user experience of the web app.
• Find any user paths and interactions that were not considered before.
• Find any bugs that the users might experience when using the web
app

Web App Homepage
(as of testing session)

Web App Preview Card Page
(as of testing session)
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Metholody and Process
Testing Methods:
For my testing session, I aimed to use two methods: observation and
survey. When the user went through the steps and interactions in
creating a trading card, I wrote down any interesting observations.
These observations would include things like how the user interacts
with the app and what happens when they get stuck.
After the user was done with testing the web app and backdrop, I gave
them a Google Forms survey to complete. This survey was quite short
and asked three main questions.

Survey that was given to testers
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User Testing Session Details:
I ran my session at home during a family get-together. However, I could
only have the backdrop on my 24-inch monitor since I don’t have any
screen bigger than that. I had my family members then test the web
app and backdrop one at a time. If they got stuck, I would guide them
to the next step.
I set up my user testing session inside my home studio room on the
30th of October at around noon. I asked all my family members present
at my house if they could help test my prototype. I then got one person
at-a-time to come to my studio room to test the prototype. First, I
told the user to scan the QR code on the digital backdrop to open the
web app. I would then guide them to the camera tab, and they would
go through the motions of picking a background and pose, taking a
picture with me posing and then creating a trading card. Once they
submitted their card, I gave them a physical example card (that would
theoretically be printed from a printer next to the backdrop screen) and
told them to view their digital version of the card in the collection tab.
After that, I would get them to complete my survey.
I had a total of ten family members that tested my prototype. Some
were more tech-illiterate than others and needed some extra guidance
throughout the user testing session. This is a good thing though as it
helps show how people of different tech literacy levels interact with the
web app.
After the ten family members finished testing the prototype and
completed the survey, I compiled all my observations and survey
results together and began to draw insights and conclusions.
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Insights and Results
Observations:
All the testers responded positively to the prototype. Some had a lot
of suggestions and feedback, and some did not. The former of which
being my two uncles with experience in the UX and web development
industries, which allowed them to mark my prototype against industry
examples and past experiences.
Each step of creating a trading card in the web app went relatively
smoothly, albeit with some verbal guidance from myself. When opening
the web app for the first time, some users got stuck on what to do next.
There are five icons in the bottom menu that go to different pages but
the camera icon in the centre is how you begin making a trading card.
Some of them needed to be told to click the camera icon at the bottom
to continue.
Another place were some users got stuck, in some sense, is when
loading the preview page for the trading card. Since I am using free
versions for the app hosting service and cloud database, it can be
relatively slow when loading images from the database. I had to tell the
users to wait for the card to load properly before proceeding.
This same issue occurs with the submitting of the trading card as I had
put in a ten second delay to allow the trading card to be saved to the
database properly. I had to tell them to only press the button once and
wait ten seconds. I did not tell the first user this and they pressed the
button over and over because they thought it was not working. All this
did was flood the database with requests and slow the process down
even more.
Another observation I made was that many users tried to drag the props
onto the trading card but could not as they were purely mockup. They
are planned to have functionality eventually though.
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Survey Results:
Regarding the survey results, I had a median result of 4/5 for the overall
user experience. No one reported any problems with the web app in the
survey. For the last survey question, there were a few suggestions for
improving the design of the prototype. There were multiple suggestions
to add more feedback for the user when interacting with the app (eg.
transitions, loading symbols).
Another common suggestion was to make the app feel more complete
by adding more content to the pages, as they were quite empty. This
is mainly due to me focusing a lot of my time in coding the backend
functionality of creating the trading cards and not doing much on the
front-end design side of things.

Digital Backdrop used
for Testing Session
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Recommendations
Successes:
The design completes its objective well. It creates a fun, engaging
experience that harnesses the user’s creativity when creating their
very own trading cards. Users also reported that the design and
colour scheme of the app works perfectly. However, there are some
improvements and additions that need to be added to the design.

Improvements:
Many improvements that could be implemented involve removing
the need of me personally telling the user what to do. It should be an
experience that can be completed without me even being there. One
improvement would be to tell the user what each tab on the bottom
menu does when the open the web app for the first time. Another
improvement would be to implement a loading icon to tell the user
that their input has been received but is still processing.
Design-wise, there was the main suggestion of adding more content
to the homepage as it is quite blank. Content such as a slideshow or
banner images would be able to fill up the empty whitespace and
make the web app look more complete.
All these improvements should have been completed before the
exhibition, but some were not completed due to the immense amount
of work that needed to be done on the app’s backend functionality.
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